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Saturday Morning, February 1, 2020

MRFF OUTRAGEOUSLY ACCUSED
OF DENYING MILITARY DOGS

ACCESS TO GOD!

Public Advocate of the United States,
a Notorious Anti-LGBT Young Conservatives Group,

Accuses MRFF of Denying Military Dogs Access to God!

Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) declared this
organization a hate group.

Click to Enlarge

FRIENDLY ATHEIST
COVERS MRFF

Christian Hater Condemns Group for Blocking
Military Dogs from Going to Heaven

By: Hemant Mehta

Friday, January 31, 2020

(Excerpts from Friendly Atheist/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Eugene Delgaudio, the head of a conservative group with the (deceptively
“official”) name “ Public Advocate of the United States,” is so full of anti-
LGBTQ venom that the Southern Poverty Law Center declared his
organization a “ hate group .”

The latest example of his vitriol comes at the expense of the  Military
Religious Freedom Foundation , a group that aims to keep church and
state separate within the U.S. military . In an email sent to supporters,
Delgaudio said MRFF was “dedicated to suppressing all forms of biblical
Christianity in the armed forces” … even though the group includes plenty
of Christians themselves and only goes after abuses of religious
indoctrination within the military, not individuals practicing their religions.

Maybe the weirdest part is the allegation that MRFF wants to keep dogs
out of Heaven.

'They’re on a crusade to suppress all expression of the Christian
religion within the U.S. Armed forces.

These heartless anti-God zombies would remove God’s inspiration from
defending us all as our patriots are facing death with their
weapon in their hands.

And the dogs who are heros in battle and many of whom die and are
honored in ceremonies would be denied access to God.'

While MRFF stopped a Christian vendor from selling dog tags that
illegally used official military logos , at no point has the group waged some
war against Christian dogs. I’m not even sure how they could do that if they
wanted to.

[...]
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MRFF HATE BOOKS BY BONNIE WEINSTEIN- WHEN CHRSITIANS
BREAK BAD: LETTERS FROM THE INSANE, INANE, AND

PROFANE

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our

Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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